Assessment Specifications for 2021 RAS Pilot

Visual Arts 1.2
Achievement standard 91913
Title

Inform own art making by exploring visual arts processes and conventions

Domain

Visual Arts

Number of credits

5

Method of assessment Workbook (visual diary)
Assessment medium

Paper-based or digital (PDF) submission

Period of assessment

End of year
Schools must submit workbooks to NZQA by 27 October 2021.

Assessment format
Candidates will be required to maintain a digital or paper-based diary supporting the production of a
finished Visual Arts product or products. The diary will consist of drawings, sketches, research notes,
evaluative annotations, diagrams, planning notes, media trials, compositional studies and other
development work, representing the requirements of the standard.
From their diary, candidates will select up to 40 single-side A4 pages (or up to 20 single-sided A3 pages)
to provide evidence of the following in informing their own art-making:
•

selection of Visual Arts processes and conventions

•

sustained application and manipulation of, and experimentation with, these Visual Arts processes
and conventions

• reflection on the use of these Visual Arts processes and conventions.
The selected pages will form the workbook submitted for assessment.
Where the material in the workbook supports the production of a finished outcome (for example, for
AS 91914 or AS 91915) an A3 photograph of the finished outcome should be included in the workbook.
Workbook specifications
Workbooks produced on paper must be submitted in hard copy.
Workbooks produced in digital format must adhere to the following specifications:
• The workbook must be presented as a single PDF file.
•

PDF file size must not exceed 100MB.

•

Pages within the PDF must be ordered in the sequence in which they should be viewed.

•

All images must be oriented as they are intended to be viewed (i.e. not sideways or upside-down).

Submission and authenticity
Submission instructions and authenticity requirements will be provided to schools from 23 July 2021.
Note that digital submissions will not be returned to candidates.
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